.Makowsk.y-Sain TCS porallogic respectively. We denote these two mcthods respectively by Burstall and Pnueli. . In his paper Leivant also seems to suggest lhaL his idenLification of "logical" is natural (or even order parameters. It is also based on the specific logical (syntactic) form of the formula MO approximaling .
The pUIl>0se of this paper is to show lhat Lcivanl's approach can be used to give similar characterizations tions Method). This is precisely stated here as parlor lheorem 1. also for program verificalion syslems such as lhose advex.:mcd by Burstall (Intermittent Assertions Method) 1. Flo)'d-I1oare Logic.
We use Csirmaz's general notion of a progmm as defined e.g. in [Cs80, Cs81] . Let us now recall this definition.
Notation: Throughout this paper, let't be an arbitrary but fixed similarity type (a set of relation, function and constant symbols). By a 't-formula we undersLand a .first order formula with equality using as nonlogical symbols only those in 'to A 't-structure (t-model) is a lirst order structure (model) for the similarity Sa85b, Sa85c]. The explicit time approach is discussed here only in sections 3 and 4.
Our paper is organized as foHows:
In section 1 we givc a very simplified definition of Floyd-Hoarc logic. It is simple enough to allow us to concentrate on the relevant pointe; but it is rich enough to derivc from it the conventional cases. Leivant presented his results for conventional while programs. We show in the appendix how our presentation applies to these conventional progmms, too.
In setion 2 wc present weak scaond order logic and swte Leivant's theorem. We also introduce two new approximations of partial correctness assertions in wcak second order logic (MMIN and M ORD ) , and show that they arc all equivalent in the sLnndard imcrprcl<Ition.
In section 3 we present nonstandard-time and rdational Lnlce semantics in their rl;1dimenLary forms, together with two variants. Wc also stale'theorcms or Csirmaz and Sain, charactcrizing Floyd-Hoare logic in these terms.
Section 4 contains the proofs of our main result.;. Bcsides showing how one can obtain Leivant's theorem both from Csirmaz's and'Sain's theorems, we also show equivalences between the other variations of weak second order and relational trace semantics.
In section 5 we formally introduce the progralll vcrifying systems Uurstall and Pnueli We quote results of I. Sain [Sa85a, Sa85c) , which emlble us to use the results or section 4 to obtain the weak second order chracterizations of the systems UUl'stall and Plludi.
In section 6, finally, we give our conclusions and dircctioJls for further research. Definition 1.2: Let Th be a 1:-Lheory and k E co. Let Q>,\jI E F / and let n· be a k -ary Th -program.
(i) A Th -partial correctness assertion (l'h -p.c.a.) IS a formula of the form </l~[11* ]'1'.
(ii) We say that </l~ [ 
n·]'I' is provable in Floyd-/loare logic from a (data) theory Th, in symbols
Th f-FH </l~[n· ]'1', iff there is a 't-fonnulll X E F / such that Th f-</lex)~x (x) Til f-x(x) 1\ nex,j)~x(J) Definition 1.1: Let Th be a 1:-Lheory and n EFt2k be a formula with 2k free variables. (i) We say that n· is a (non-deterministic, k -ar)') Th -program if TlIF~x 3yn (X',y.) .
Here X' stands for x o,x \I ... ,xk-I and y sUinds for Xk,xh \I . . . ,x2k-I' (ii) We say that n· is deterministic. if type't. For every natural number nEro, leL F til denoLe the seL of all 't-fonnulas which have their free variables among {xj:i <n}. By a 1:-theory Th we undcrslHnd a seL or 1:-formulas in F to which is consistent (which has a first order model). We denote the ['irSL onkr satisfacLion relation by F.
TCS
Here f-denotes first order provabiliLy.
programs and nondeterministic flowcharL programs were shown LO be special cases of definition 1.1 in gram given in our definition 1.1 contains the usual nOLions as special cases. E.g. regular programs or while Remark: Concerning the intuition behind definiLions 1.1 and 1.2, we note that n(X',j) defines the state transition relation of our program n· (and noL the input/ouLput relation). n is called a state transducer.
The input/output relation of n· is the transiLive closure 01 the relaLion defined by n. The notion of a proone loop program from an arbitrary program is )lurely synwcLical. As we do not have to prove the eorrect-
[GA84] and in [Cs80, Cs8l] The results of the present paper will be sLaLed ror programs in the sense of definition 1.1. They do apply to programs may be proven in it.
this more concretely in the appendix at the end of this puper.
usual programs. e.g. regular, while or flowchart progrCllns us well. One might fecI that this is so, already on the basis of the observation concerning the gencrality of definition 1.1, but we will return to showing (ii) A weak second or{fer model <D,S, E -> or similarily Lype t is a two-sorted model of similarity type weak second order logic (as well as that of lirst order logic). 
In M O n the only second order variable is R.
approximation MOn(il ,v) of the input/output rebtion of n to be the second order formula TCS that weak second order logic is a slight variation of a certain two-sorted first order logic. This is why we decided to use the symbol F of first order satisfaction ,for denoting the satisfaction relation of weak second
We are now in a position to state our theorem 1, the firSL"pan Ui) H (ii) ) of which is the main theorem of Definition 2. 4: j..l.(ii,v) is defined to be the following second order formula: may be many such formulas, which in the standard interprek1tion are equivalent (see theorem 3, below), but 
THEOREM 2 (weak second order compleLcnc~s bf Floyd-Hoare logic. revisited):
(1)~t <I> -+ [no]\jI be a Th -partial correctness assertiolt Then the following are equivalent:
(2) There is a Th -program n such that
but MClko,,"sky-Sain
-------------------------------
TCS tion defined by n is increasing (or monotone) with respect to the preorder G.
(i) Let R be variable ranging .over k -ary relmions and G a variable ranging over 2k -ary relations.
The first two formulas express, respectively, that G is rellexive and transitive on R , in other words
Proof: (1) is part of theorem 6 below. (2) will follow from theorems 4,6 and 11.
•
We denote by Ordn(R ,G) the conjunction of the following formulas:
(ii) Now we put particular fonnulation is studied, rather than others, lies in theorem 8.
The next variation for MOll is introduced to illustrate the llexibiJity of this approach. The only reason this that G is a preorder on R. The intuitive; meaning of the third fonnula is that the state transition rela-
(ii) The implication does not hold in general. present section. In Claims 2.7, <l>, \jI'ure arbitrary t-forl11ulas, n is u k -ary Th-program, M=<D,S... E > is a
In Claims 2.7 below we show some straightforward connections between the I}ew notions introduced in the with V E R l' We have proved (i).
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We note tl1<1t every WE R°is reachable from U by finitely many
,leaving'the other cases to the reader.
does not hold in general.
furthermore, S(D)= U P (D").
Then the following are equivalent:
"ero (i)~(iv) is similar as above using definitiolls 2.4-2.6.
(iv) -) (i): Assume (iv) and assume that there exisL<; (l finite execution sequence of n· in D with input ii Next we assume M I=M"n (u,v) , and assume thUl R 11\ Progn[R tl for someR 1 E S. By MAn (u,v) , there (ii) follows from (i) and from the definition of p.
• exists a minimal RES with R (u) 1\ Prog IIIR 1sllclrthat"v E R. Therefore v ERe R 1 which implies THEOREM 3: (Soundness of the weak second order approximations):
Let n· be a k -ary Th -program, let D be a 't-structure such thm D FTh, and let~and 'V be t-formulas. Let, Th, for every time structure T and every T·tracc Q:
JET
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of IC:;RO]:
THEOREM 4 (Csirmaz's n0!lstandard time completcncss of Floyd-Hoare Logic): 
W.e are now in a position to statc theorcm 1.1 of ISaHScl:
THEOREM 5 (Relational trace completcness of Floyd-Hoare Logic):
]\jI be a Th -partial correctness assertion. Then the following are eqtiivalcnt:
Remark: In the above approach the Slructure T and the T-trdce Q are not part of the model D. However, the function, Q is used as a function symbol in the induction scheme (2) of definition 3.1. In [Sa85bJ an alternative version of nonstandard time semantics was discussed and proved equivalent to the above version. There, instead of the external use of the time struclUre T and the function Q, the range of Q was added to the structure D'and the time structure T was coded inside this expansion of D. Since we shall use this approach, and some variations of it, in sqme or our proofs, we define it more precisely. 
Instead of the Relational Induction defined in definition 3.3 we can look at a stronger version, which makes the relation R explicit in the relational induction.
13
Makowsky-Sain 3.1 are infinite. This is achieved by quantifying over the range of Q, which is inside the structure D.
TCS
(2) "The explicit role of the time structure T is hidden in the relational approach and the range of Q (R) Remark: Relational traces differe from T-traces in two respcqs:
(1) The conditions (i)-(iii) in definition 3.3 are (inite statemcnts, whereas the corresponding conditions in
Remark (2) suggeslS to introduce the following generalizmions of the relational trace which will be used in tional trace which satisfies Explicit Rclmional Induction.
(iii) Let Th be at-theory, n a Proof: (1) <-> (2) follows from theorems 4 and 5. (3)~(4) is trivial as everything provable without
parameters is provable with pammeters as well. (3)~ (5) and (3)~(6) follow from Claim 2.7(i). We shall now prove (4)..-+ (1), (2)~(3), (5)~(1) and (6)~(I).
Proof of (4) -> (1): Assume (4). To prove (1) let!)~Til and let Q:T~DIc be aT-trace ofrr· in D.
Assume D t= $(Q (0)) /\ Q U)=Q (sue U)) for some fixed JET. It suffices to prove that D t= 'JI(Q U)).
Let S be the set of all (finitary) relations c1elinahle hy some 't-formula in D. Clearly, M=<D,S, E > is a weak second order model over I) satisfying CA -(n",.J' and 'J'1l Notice that D also satisfies CA -(no..) because the interpretations of the parameters arc themselves sel, definable without paranleters.
By QU)=Q(sucU)) and definition 3.1 (I) we h<l\'C 1\1~n(QU),QU)).
As in MO n the variable R is universally qll1lnlilicd. assullle RES is such that M t: 
It is enough to show that Q is a relational tnlce of n' with input e in D. To see this, it is enough to prove, 
DF'V(d).
scheme as in (4) -J (1) because in MMIN n we have an existential second-order quantification.
( 
So we conclude that M FMMINn(C,li). which proves our c1nim. .. hypothesis (2).
3R [(II(b ,b)
A R (C) A R (b) A·Prog IlIR ' I A V R l(R lc) A Progn[R d~R <: R I»~]. LetR°denote such an R . Thus R o E S ,R o C D k • c./7 E R() •
••
Proof: Similar to the proof of theorem 7.
Theorems 6,7 and 8 are summarized in the following table:
(2) Th Foer 4>~In· ]'1'.
In this section we define in detail two program logics and Lheir proof systems based on temporallogie. For those systems the weak second order logic for the partial correctness assertions will be successfully now defined as follows:
(3) All formulas of FO",slal/('t) The direction oJ research. as outlined in the,introduction. can also be extended to these aspects of program verifiC{ltion, but in this paper we restrict ourselves to partial correctness assertions, mainly for technical reasons, and to illustrate the method and line of rca~()ning.
(1) All first order 'tc formulas are in F1J,,,.<Iull (t):
The models of Burstall and Pnueli are Kripkc structures. which can be also viewed as many sorted flJ'st order structures. It is this latter approach which we follow here. For a similarity type't we therefore look at two-sorted structures which are the disjoilllullioll of a time structure T and a first order 't-structure U.
The similarity type of the time structure consists or a constant symbol b, a unary function symbol suee, and two binary relation symbols A,F. In the intellded interpretation the only restriction we impose are that the interpretation of A be T 2 and that the interpreUilioll of F be {(x ,y) E 1'2. llr{~r(! is (J slIcc-path/rom x to y).
The't-structure U plays the role of a data structure and the interpretations of the symbols in 't is not depen- (First<l>(e) 1\ AIWlI)'S (r.=x~Next n(x,e»)ñ ow easy and obvious, how to define the semuntics of formulas of FPflWU (t) in a Kripke structure M. We which we write Reg (Cj ,/ )=u. dent on the time. In contrast to this the interprcLation of thc constant symbols in C, which can be viewed as For our purpose here, it is therefore sufficient to deul with the semantic version of these system~.
the names of program rcgisters, is dependent on the time. The Kripke structure M is now defined to be the
M=<T,U,Reg>
where Reg is a function from CxT~U which gives the value u of a constant symbol Cj at time /, for The semantics of first order t-formulas (without consl1mt symbols from C), is independent of time, and it is triple axiomatization of the systems Ilurstall and Pnueli W(lS given, which may be viewed as a formalization of leave this here to the reader, but we denote this sutisfaction relation by F . In [Ne82. Sa85a, Sa85c] an
Krjpu
The systems Burstall and PnueH can now be used as endogeneous program verification systems. We again use the programs as defined in section I, (lnd define the partial correclIless assertion LetAX PflWli consist of the induction schem~~IND"mudi and the axiom schemes:
[First <I> 1\ Always (cjl~Next ep)]~Always ep where <I> may be any formula of FBursrall (t).
[ep 1\ Future ($~Next <1»]~Future ep where <I> may be any formula of FpfUU/j(t) .
=x»~'V(e»).
LetlNDBurstall be the following induction scheme:
LetlND pnu4li be the following induction scheme 5 •
(ii) The following arc equivalent: We now want to dctermine the exact relationship of the program verifying powers of the systems Burstall (i) The following are equivalcnt:
program and let $ --+ [no J'" be a Th -partial correctncss assertion.
(1) (i) The following arc equivalent:
Th -program and let cI> --+ In· J", be a Th -pul'lfal rnIT(~ttness assertion. Table 2 (1)
(ii) The following ace equivalent:
Theorems 1,4,9 and 10 are summarized by the 'following~1ble but not
(ii) There are a similarity type t, a deterministic Til -progrilln n°and first order t-formulas cI> 'and '" such that that
(ii) There are a similarity type t, a deterministic Tli -program n and first order 't-formulas cI> and", such that THEOREM 11:
The next result we quote from [Sa85aJ concerns the progrmll verifying power of the above systems.
THEOREM 12:
This theorem can now be applied to wC<lk second order semantics by using theorems 6,7 and 8.
(i) There are a similarity type t"a detenninistic Tli -program n· and flfst order t-formulas cI> and", such 6. Conclusions.
(i) There is a partial correctness assertion prov,lble hy the method Uurstall but not provable by the Floyd-Hoare method.
(i) There is a partial correctness ,\ss~rtio.Q·pro\'ahlc by the method Pnueli but not provable by Burslall.
In the approach of the Hungarian School, as prescnt~~1 in section 3, there arc three degrees of freedom:
On,e can va!)' the lime SlmC/llre by angmcnling il with a linear order and adding various axioms; one can vary the induclion scheme. lhe c:oml'rdu:nsioll scheme and one can also vary the firSI order approximation of the parlial correclllcss statcment. as illustrated in section 3. We gave answers to questions (1) and (2) for the case where the class of program assertions is chosen to be the clas$ of partial correctness assertions, and the proof systems are Floyd-Hoare Logic, Burstall, and
Pnueli. These answers are summarized in wble 2 in Section 5. It would be interesting to give similar characterization for other classes of program assertions and proof:;ystems.
In this appendix we show in detail how the choice of our definitions 1.1 and 1.2 does not affect the notion of verifUlbility of the underlying programs, Le. for equivalent flowchart programs, regular programs or while programs they same partial correctness assenions are provable in the systems presented in this paper.
We consider first they case ofjlowchart program.s. 
Here )'(X) is a 't-formula calloo the guard of the Lransitioll. If Y(i) holds then the transition replacing i by finite set of transitions connecting labels.
n p (x,xc ,Y,Yc) is the conjunction of the formulas assigned to thy labels. f (x) may be executed. X=XI.···,xl is the vector of program variables, and no nonlogical symbol outside the similarity type t occurs in <y(x), [Xf-[(x» In particular. to each label L of fi (P) an inductive assenion Xl has been constructed. The function fi in [Ma74] is such that to every subprogram P J of P it selecLS a well determined subflowehart fi (p 1) of fl (P) with distinguishable input and output labels lj and 1 0 , Now we let X~and XI. be the input and output conditions of a subprogram p I' In this way we can assign panial corrCCUless assertions to all subprograms of p.
The Floyd-Hoare proof of the flowchan fi (p) already contains Floyd-Hoare proofs for the partial correctness "clSsertions assigned to the atomic subprogmms of p. Since the Floyd-Hoare rules follow the same recursion as the definition of fi (p) (cf. [Ma74, section 3.3.2] ). an easy induction yields a Floyd-Hoare proof for P. too. In this induction we use the raet 111m tile inpul/output condtions of the composite subprograms are still the same inductive assertions Laken from the Floyd-Hoare derivation.
• In passing we note that for more general kinds of while programs the function fi~nd the corresponding Floyd-Hoare rules are defined in great mathematical deLail in [GU86. Theorem 4.9 and Definition 3.3].
To conclude this appendix. we observe that our theorem 1 in section 2 does indeed imply the full result in 
